
FOLLOW   YOUR   PROGRESS

Take  Complete 
Control  of  Account 
Management

-New Subscriptions
-Renewals
-Payments
-Contacts
-Complete Reports
-Very easy set-up 
  & learning curve

Tap into a steady stream of reliable and almost 
effortless profits with a revolution in PrePaid Mobile. 
OS PrePaid brings automated recurring billing and 
account management to mobile phone sellers 
everywhere, now allowing them to retain those same 
customers through subscription accounts. Even 
non-auto billing customers get renewal reminders to 
help boost commission.
OP PrePaid allows dealers to offer highly desired 
services with the ease of monthly automatic billing 
to a credit card, debit card or checking account. 
Customers no longer have to repeat the process of 
purchasing a new plan, making it considerably easier 
for customers to be retailed by dealers.

CUSTOMER   TEXT   REMINDERS

FASTER   MANAGEMENT

Now customers can be notified by text when their 
renewal is due, boosting returns and building 
longer-lasting customers..

With OS PrePaid there’s no more waiting for each 
customer to refill before moving on to the next.                  
It’s faster, smarter management.

OS PrePaid



732-806-8570

www.OsPrePaid.com

Keep more customers 
longer with OS PrePaid
Our platform and software were each 
designed for easiness & racking up 
profits fast.

A GROWING DEMAND

No more forgetting to charge with 
Auto-billing, which frees up more time 
to find new customers! 

Helping Vendors & Retailers of PrePaid 
Mobile Services manage their customer 
base more efficiently in the digital age –  
all while saving time and money. 
It’s win win!

OS PrePaid built their system for optimum 
connectivity and function letting to track commis-
sions and use to pinpoint the sales strategy that 
works best for your business. 

Our clients are able to manage their sales, 
payments and get full reporting from one easy 
dashboard, accessible for anywhere in the world, 
and any time of day.

Serving   nearly  all  major 
calling   card    plans.

OS PrePaid
Automated Mobile Sales Management 

Put an end to constantly having to refill PrePaid plans 
month after month.OS Prepaid gives you control of 
faster, easier sales in a field exploding with growth. 

From students and businessmen, to soldiers and 
tourists, the international demand for mobile phone 
services has never been greater. Many customers 
prefer pre-paid options.

Retailers and vendors worldwide make these services 
available, though frequently as only a one-off 
purchase. 

Now with OS PrePaid customers can automatically 
renew their account monthly, with everything man-
aged from the OS PrePaid Online Platform.  

Stronger Pre-Paid Services with Auto Recurring 
Billing 

RENEWING   HAS   NEVER   BEEN
 EASIER
With both detailed reports and easy-to-follow 
graphs dealers can see their profits grow while 
expanding their customer base. Avoid lost PINS & 
costly errors common to manual input.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT


